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Flexware® Remote Monitoring Services
We are currently using a process to send csv files with
the compressor and/or turbine operating data from the
client historian data base (we take the last line entered
on the historian every hour) to a cloud based secure
server where our software Flex Live is based. Flex
Live includes Gas Flex which is a BWR gas properties
program to do the compressor and gas properties
calculations. The results including head, efficiency and
power are tabulated, added to a historian file and
plotted on the compressor or turbine performance
curves.
The performance charts and tabulated data are posted in
the cloud and the client can log into the system to view

the equipment performance information on your
computer, or smart phone 24/7. While data is sent
from the client to Flexware, nothing is returned back to
the client for security reasons.
The system is designed to run automatically and
continuously 24/7. If a performance problem occurs,
the equipment engineer can call Flexware for questions
and direction in determining the problem root cause for
no additional charge unless a site visit is required.
A good time to have this service is if you are having
performance issues with a compressor as you can have
Flexware assist resolving your problems.
Normal fees are $6,000 per year for each
compressor or turbine.

Figure #1. Head, work input and efficiency plotted vs.
inlet volume flow rate for an actual compressor
monitored with Flexware Remote Monitoring service.
Note surge margin and choke margin are also shown
along with the power and speed. The current operating
point is shown relative to the performance curve.

Figure 2. Trend analysis showing delta efficiency vs.
time for an actual compressor using Flexware Remote
Monitoring service.

Figure #3. A tabulation of the performance data
including the results like head, efficiency and power for
an actual compressor using Flexware Remote
Monitoring service. Note the values delta efficiency,
delta head and delta work. The values are the deviation
to the performance curve and can be tracked and plotted
over time to show trends. Delta work is especially
valuable to determine the accuracy of the input data.
Delta efficiency is plotted over time to show the trend
of the equipment condition.

